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JORENKU Pick-Block

A Pick-Block from Jorenku gives activity for the poultry, so that their need for 
peckin on each other is reduced. 

You will only need one type of Pick-Block from chicken to hen, since Jorenku’s 
Pick-Block is produced with high quality ingredients and products specially made to 
match and harmonize with poultry and their needs for high-performance, vitamins, 
minerals, occupation and nutrients regardless conventional or organic poultry. 

One Pick-Block on 8 kg is enough for up to 1,000 hens.

Jorenku’s Pick-Block may be used in biological production in accordance with 
Regulation (EC) 834/2007 and (EC) 889/2008. 

Pick-Block is available as bowls with 8 kg.

Composition 
Calcium carbonate Magnesium oxid
Sugar cane molasses* Oats*
Monocalcium phosphate Gastrolith
Sodium chloride Magnesium sulphate
Calcium-sodium-phosphate * Feed material(s) from 

   organic production method

Product Pick-Block
Product type Pecking Stone
Packaging 8 kg bowl
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When using Pick-Block, the following is recommended:
When you put a Pick-Block into the stable, you must remove the Pick-Block from the 
orange bowl, turn the bowl upside down and put the Pick-Block onto the bowl. In this 
way, the poultry has full access to the Pick-Block, and it remains clean and attractive for 
a longer period. 
At change of feed, it is important that the hens do have access to the Pick-Block.

Application for broilers:
1 Pick-Block per 1,000 chickens. 5 Pick-Blocks in a start-stable with 4,800 chickens.
Pick-Blocks can be moved with the chickens into the growing-stable after 3-4 weeks 
with a following supplementation. For the sake of biosecurity, it is recommended not 
move used Pick-Blocks backwards in the system for new groups of chickens. 

Layers:
1 Pick-Block for 1,000 layers.
It is important to have the right number of Pick-Blocks in the stable - and not too many - 
to ensure it remains fresh, and that the hens maintain their interest. However, it is vital 
to ensure that the Pick-Block is placed properly, to make the block available for all hens. 
Hence, the layout of the stable plays an important role to ensure the availability. If you 
e.g., have a section of 3,000 layers, it may be optimum with 2 Pick-Blocks in each side. 

Pick-Block
Specially developed for poultry

• Behavior repressive 
• Adjustment of requirement 
• Danish developed specially for use in all types of poultry 
• Can be used conventionally and as a problem-solver
• Can be used by organic farms
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+45 56 21 40 70         jorenku@jorenku.dk
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